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Adults with bilateral cochlear implants (BiCIs) receive benefits in localizing stationary sounds

when listening with two implants compared with one; however, sound localization ability is signifi-

cantly poorer when compared to normal hearing (NH) listeners. Little is known about localizing

sound sources in motion, which occurs in typical everyday listening situations. The authors consid-

ered the possibility that sound motion may improve sound localization in BiCI users by providing

multiple places of information. Alternatively, the ability to compare multiple spatial locations may

be compromised in BiCI users due to degradation of binaural cues, and thus result in poorer perfor-

mance relative to NH adults. In this study, the authors assessed listeners’ abilities to distinguish

between sounds that appear to be moving vs stationary, and track the angular range and direction of

moving sounds. Stimuli were bandpass-filtered (150–6000 Hz) noise bursts of different durations,

panned over an array of loudspeakers. Overall, the results showed that BiCI users were poorer than

NH adults in (i) distinguishing between a moving vs stationary sound, (ii) correctly identifying the

direction of movement, and (iii) tracking the range of movement. These findings suggest that con-

ventional cochlear implant processors are not able to fully provide the cues necessary for perceiving

auditory motion correctly. VC 2019 Acoustical Society of America.

https://doi.org/10.1121/1.5094775
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I. INTRODUCTION

In realistic complex auditory environments, sound local-

ization is a fundamental and important perceptual ability.

This has been studied extensively in listeners with normal

hearing (NH). In many studies, stationary sound sources are

presented from discrete locations, and listeners respond by

indicating the perceived location of the target sound, with

data consisting of a statistical measure of average localiza-

tion error such as root-mean-square (RMS) error (Hawley

et al., 1999; Lorenzi et al., 1999; Makous and Middlebrooks,

1990; Nopp et al., 2004; Schoen et al., 2005; Wightman and

Kistler, 1989). NH listeners are generally excellent at local-

izing sounds along the horizontal plane; in particular with

broadband sounds, RMS errors are generally below 10�.
When input to one ear is removed and monaural

deafness is simulated, NH listeners’ performance on sound

localization tasks drop significantly, demonstrating the

importance of binaural inputs for accurate sound localization

(Blauert, 1997; Macpherson and Middlebrooks, 2002;

Middlebrooks and Green, 1991; Wightman and Kistler,

1997). Benefits that occur from binaural input have been

considered in the context of clinical intervention with listen-

ers who are deaf and hard of hearing. For example, in recent

years there have been a growing number of patients who

receive cochlear implants (CIs) in both ears. With this

increase, evidence has demonstrated that patients with bilat-

eral cochlear implants (BiCIs) generally perform signifi-

cantly better on tasks of sound localization when using two

implants compared with a single implant (van Hoesel and

Tyler, 2003; Litovsky et al., 2009). Experiments conducted

in the laboratory have utilized relatively standard configura-

tions of locations in the frontal hemifield. For instance,

Grantham et al. (2007) tested 22 adults with BiCIs with

targets presented in azimuth, and locations spanning from

�80� to þ80� with 10� separation between locations. Mean

RMS errors were �30� for BiCI users, compared to 6.7� for

NH adults. Kerber and Seeber (2012) tested 10 adults with

BiCIs, with target locations also spanning �80� to þ80� in

azimuth. The median RMS errors were 27.58� for adult BiCI

users compared to 5.11� for NH adults. In a recent study,

Jones et al. (2014) tested 10 BiCI users using target locations

spanning �90� to þ90� in azimuth, and 10� separation. BiCI

users had a mean RMS error of 27.9� and 8.2� for NH adults.

These three examples of studies conducted with different

groups of patients in different laboratories show that there is

clear consistency in the findings of sound localization ability

for stationary sound sources among BiCI users, and the gap

in performance relative to young NH adults. One of the

factors that differentiates BiCI users from NH listeners is

that clinical processors are not coordinated and discard tem-

poral fine structure. Thus, access to interaural time differ-

ences (ITDs) in the signal fine structure is limited. In

contrast, BiCI users appear to have access to interaural level

differences (ILDs) and use those cues to localize (Aronoff

et al., 2010; Grantham et al., 2008). There are some efforts

being made to improve signal processing of bilateral devices,
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however, the outcomes from those efforts remain to be fully

demonstrated (e.g., Brown, 2014, 2018; Churchill et al.,
2014; Laback and Majdak, 2008; Thakkar et al., 2018).

Experiments on stationary sound source localization

have become somewhat standard in assessing spatial hearing

in BiCI users. However, this condition is not representative

of many auditory stimuli that occur in everyday situations,

for example, when listeners need to track auditory objects

that are in motion, such as other individuals (e.g., children in

play spaces) or moving vehicles. In addition, dynamic

changes in location are perceived when listeners move in

relation to objects in the environment. In these situations,

NH listeners are able to perceive source locations in a con-

sistent manner by compensating for self-motion (Brimijoin

and Akeroyd, 2014; Yost et al., 2015). The present study

assessed the ability to perceive motion of an auditory stimu-

lus and to identify locations associated with start- and

end-points of the stimulus.

Some early studies on perceiving moving sound sources

in NH adults have focused on estimating angular thresholds

for detecting sound movement. Harris and Sergeant (1971)

placed a loudspeaker on a cart that was physically pulled by

a moving apparatus to elicit auditory motion. A white noise

stimulus was gated on when the cart traversed midline (0� in

azimuth) and the smallest amount of movement needed to

identify the direction of the moving sound source was esti-

mated as the minimum audible angle (MAA). NH adults

were tested in binaural and monaural conditions with a lower

MAA reported in the binaural condition, suggesting binaural

hearing improves motion detection. Grantham (1986) tested

the ability to discriminate a moving sound from a stationary

sound. Movement was simulated using amplitude panning

between two loudspeakers in azimuth (�15� to þ15�). The

minimum audible movement angle (MAMA) was evaluated

as the smallest amount of movement required for subjects to

reliably discriminate a moving sound from a stationary

sound. Approximately 5� of movement was needed for reli-

able discrimination. Furthermore, Perrott and Marlborough

(1989) assessed the importance of auditory motion cues for

localizing the start- and end-point of the moving sound, a

feature that we implemented in the present study.

Interesting observations have also been made when factors

such as duration, distance, and speed are roved and made unre-

liable. For instance, Carlile and Best (2002) found that duration

and distance are relied on more so than speed; when those cues

are unreliable, listeners tend to rely on speed (velocity), how-

ever, listeners are less sensitive to speed than to the other cues.

A fascinating and growing literature on auditory motion has

emerged in recent years, focusing on issues that listeners face

in the real world. Auditory motion perception involves a com-

plicated interaction between sensory, motor, and perceptual

systems, including also proprioceptive feedback due to head

motion and self-locomotion. Many of the studies on these

topics are reviewed by Carlile and Leung (2016). Interestingly,

the authors underscore the dearth of knowledge on auditory

motion perception in people with hearing loss.

In the present study, we measured the abilities of adults

with BiCIs and NH to track auditory motion. Stationary and

moving sounds were interleaved, and subjects were asked

(1) to indicate whether the sound was stationary or moving,

and (2) if the sound was moving then identify the direction

and range of motion. We hypothesized that having to track a

moving sound may lead to poorer spatial hearing perfor-

mance in BiCI users because they do not receive spatial cues

with fine grained resolution.

II. METHODS

A. Listeners

Twenty subjects in total were recruited for testing.

Ten post-lingually deafened BiCI adults travelled to the

University of Wisconsin–Madison for testing and received a

stipend as payment for their time. Biographical data for indi-

vidual BiCI subjects is provided in Table I. All BiCI listen-

ers used Cochlear (Sydney, Australia) Nucleus devices,

programmed with the Advanced Combination Encoder

(ACE) sound coding strategy. ACE uses a peak-picking

strategy to select the 8 out of 22 channels with the greatest

spectral energy within a brief time window.

Ten NH adults (eight females and two males, mean

age¼ 23.4 yr) indicated by audiometric thresholds less than

or equal to 20 dB at octave frequencies between 250 and

8000 Hz in both the right and left ears with no asymmetries

of more than 10 dB at any frequency. One of the NH adults

was the first author. The remaining NH adults were students

at the University of Wisconsin–Madison and were paid for

their participation. Note that NH subjects are labeled with

the letter “N” and BiCI subjects using the letter “B.”

TABLE I. Demographic and CI information of listeners.

ID Age at testing Sex Years Between 1st and 2nd CI Years of BiCI use Internal processor (L/R) External Processor (L/R)

B1 64 F 2 8 CI24RE/CI24RE Freedom/Freedom

B2 76 M 6 6 CI24R/CI24RE N6/N5

B3 69 F 5 10 CI24M/CI24RE N5/N6

B4 65 F 3 10 CI24RE/CI24RE N5/N5

B5 58 F 6 7 CI24RE/CI24R N6/N6

B6 57 F 1 6 CI24RE/CI24RE Freedom/Freedom

B7 53 M 3 3 CI24RE/CI24RE N5/N5

B8 22 M Simultaneous implantation 4 CI512/CI512 N5/N5

B9 75 F 1 4 CI24RE/CI512 N5/N5

B10 20 M 3 4 CI512/CI24RE N5/N5
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Experimental protocols were within standards set by the

National Institutes of Health and approved by the University

of Wisconsin–Madison’s Human Subjects Institutional

Review board.

B. Equipment

Binaural recordings and subsequent testing were completed

in the same sound-treated booth. The sound booth had internal

dimensions of 2.90� 2.74� 2.44 m (Acoustic Systems, RS

254 S, Austin, TX) and included additional acoustic-absorbing

foam inside the walls to reduce reflections (t60� 40 ms). The

computer software MATLAB (Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA) was

used to create and run the auditory motion experiment. A

Tucker-Davis Technologies (Alachua, FL) System3 controlled

an array of 37 stationary loudspeakers (Cambridge SoundWorks,

North Andover, MA) positioned in azimuth, in the frontal hemi-

sphere, with a radius of 1.2 m, separated by 5�, and spanned

from �90� to þ90�. A dark acoustically transparent curtain was

used to conceal the loudspeaker array from the subjects.

C. Stimuli

Auditory stimuli consisted of white noise tokens sam-

pled at 48 kHz and calibrated to an output of 60 dBA sound

pressure level using a sound level meter (System 824,

Larson Davis, Depew, NY). The white noise tokens were

bandpass filtered using a fourth-order Butterworth filter that

spanned a frequency range (150–6000 Hz) like that of the

Nucleus processors that were used by the BiCI subjects. To

simulate auditory motion, vector based amplitude panning

was applied to the stimuli which resulted in sound source

that traversed the loudspeaker array and appeared to be mov-

ing (Pulkki, 1997). To account for individual loudspeaker

differences, inverse filters were created for each loudspeaker

(Epain et al., 2010) and applied to the stimulus to be pre-

sented from each loudspeaker. The frequency response E(k)

of the inverse filters was calculated as

E kð Þ ¼ min
1

jC kð Þj
; b kð Þe�i/C kð Þ

� �
;

where k is the frequency index, C(k) is the N-point Fast

Fourier Transform of the loudspeaker impulse response, and

b(k) is the maximum amplitude of the inverse filter at a par-

ticular frequency. For our inverse filters, N¼ 512 and b¼ 0,

0, 2, 3, 5, 10, 20, 20, 0, 0 at k¼ 0, 500, 750, 1000, 3000,

5000, 10 000, 16 000, 18 000, and 24 000 Hz. All loud-

speakers in the horizontal array were calibrated to ensure

that each individual loudspeaker had a flat frequency spec-

trum (within 3 dB between 500 Hz and 16 kHz) after the

application of the inverse filter.

D. Binaural recordings

Stimuli for this experiment consisted of binaural record-

ings made on KEMAR (Knowles Electronics Manikin for

Acoustic Research, G.R.A.S Sound & Vibration, Holte,

Denmark). Binaural recordings, as opposed to freefield test-

ing, was used because we intend on conducting future studies

to understand the influence of binaural cues and CI processing

on auditory motion perception. The use of binaural recordings

will facilitate cue manipulation and offline vocoder process-

ing for future studies, as well as ease of comparison of results

against the benchmark data obtained in this study. However,

we acknowledge that the use of non-individualized binaural

recordings may lead to slightly poorer localization perfor-

mance, especially in NH listeners, and removes head move-

ment as a cue for completing the task.

Binaural recordings were made by placing microphones

(HeadZap binaural microphones, AuSim, Mountain View,

CA) into the ear canal of KEMAR. A three-point laser system

was used to position KEMAR in the center of the loudspeaker

array. One laser was pointed at the nose from 0�, while the

other two lasers were placed at �90� and þ90�, to ensure the

ears of KEMAR were at the height of the loudspeakers.

Stimuli for the binaural recording were white noise

tokens (see Sec. II C). A new noise token was generated for

each recording. Stationary sound source recordings were

made at 19 target locations across the horizontal loudspeaker

array (�90� to þ90� in 10� intervals). For the moving sound

sources, the end points of the trajectory were matched to the

same 19 target locations as the stationary sounds.

E. Testing procedure

Listeners sat on a height-adjustable chair located in the

same position as that of the KEMAR during recordings. The

same three-point laser system approach mentioned previ-

ously was used to ensure listeners were positioned in the

same location as the KEMAR manikin used for the binaural

recordings. Stimuli were presented to NH adults via circum-

aural headphones (Sennheiser HD600, Wedemark,

Germany) and to BiCI users via auxiliary input ports on their

clinical CI sound processors. Subjects sat facing a touch-

screen monitor (ELO 1517L, Milpitas, CA) that was used to

control stimulus presentation and to capture the response

during each trial. Each block of trials consisted of inter-

leaved stationary and moving sounds at a fixed stimulus

duration (500, 1000, or 2000 ms). The moving sounds within

each block spanned different angular ranges (10�, 20�, or

40�). After stimulus presentation, an image representing the

loudspeaker array appeared on the touch-screen, and the

listener responded by marking the perceived trajectory of

the stimulus. Subjects could respond in one of two ways: (1)

If a stationary sound was perceived, the subject made a

single press at a location on the screen corresponding to the

perceived location of the sound (see Fig. 1). In this case, a

small blue rectangle would appear on the screen where the

press had been made and that location was converted to an

angle corresponding to the location. (2) If a moving sound

was perceived, the subject drew a line on the screen to

denote the range and direction of the perceived sound source

motion. From these responses we inferred the perceived

angular positions, range, and direction of motion. Stimuli

were presented 10 times for a stationary sound, and 10 times

for each moving sound (10 presentations left-moving and 10

presentations right-moving). It should be noted that due to

limitations of the speaker array, some moving sound
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trajectories are not possible (e.g., a rightward moving sound

to the leftmost speaker). Hence, the number of trials varied

based on angular range. Table II shows all simulated audi-

tory motion conditions and the number of trials associated

with each angular range.

F. Data analyses

Several metrics were used to analyze the data for each

subject:

(1) Identification of sound movement: data were analyzed

with respect to the proportion of trials identified moving.

For this analysis, sensitivity (d0) and bias criterion (c)

were calculated for each listener to understand their abil-

ity to discriminate the perceived motion of a sound

source and their response biases (Macmillan and

Creelman, 2005).

(2) Direction of movement: trials with moving sound

sources that were correctly identified as moving were

analyzed to determine if the direction of motion was cor-

rectly identified to the right vs left. For this analysis as

well, sensitivity (d0) and bias criterion (c) were calcu-

lated for each listener to understand their ability to

discriminate the direction of auditory motion and their

response biases (Macmillan and Creelman, 2005).

(3) RMS errors: for stationary sounds, the RMS error was

computed as the average difference between target and

response locations; for moving sounds, the RMS was

calculated twice: start-point RMS error was computed

based on the difference between the starting location of

the moving sound and the angle corresponding to the

participant’s start-point response, and end-point RMS

error was computed based on the difference between the

ending location of the moving sound and the angle corre-

sponding to the participant’s end-point response.

(4) Tracking range of perceived motion: for moving sound

source trials where the listener correctly identified the

sound as moving and in the correct direction, these trials

were analyzed to quantify a listener’s ability to track the

angular range of the moving sound source.

G. Statistical analyses

Initially, all data were analyzed using a mixed-effects

three-way, analysis of variance with a Greenhouse–Geisser

correction for sphericity. However, Levene’s test indicated

significant differences in across-group variance (p< 0.05).

Hence, non-parametric statistical methods were used to

analyze the data using the software MATLAB version 2015b

(Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA). For between group compari-

sons, Kruskal–Wallis tests were conducted to assess main

effects. For within group comparisons, Friedman’s test was

conducted to assess main effects and where significant dif-

ferences were found, post hoc comparisons were conducted

using Wilcoxon signed-rank tests with a Bonferroni correc-

tion. Binary outcome responses (metrics number 1–2 previ-

ously mentioned) were modeled using generalized linear

(logistic) mixed-models (GLMM) with the lme4 package

(Bates et al., 2014) in R (version 3.1.3, R Core Team, 2015).

For Metric 1, the model was constructed using the partici-

pant’s response when reporting a sound source correctly or

incorrectly as the outcome variable. For example, trials with

a stationary target presented would be assessed based on

how many stationary responses were reported by the listener.

An individual model was constructed for each angular range

condition (stationary, 10�, 20�, and 40�) within each stimu-

lus duration (500, 1000, and 2000 ms), where group mem-

bership (BiCI and NH) was defined as a fixed-effect, and

individual differences were modeled by a random intercept

FIG. 1. (Color online) Graphical user interface (GUI) used to obtain listener

responses. A stationary and moving sound was indicated by a small blue

rectangle (A) or a line (B) on the GUI, respectively.

TABLE II. Summary of auditory motion conditions.

Angular range of

movement (�)
Angular velocity

(�/sec)

Duration

(ms)

Number of

Trials

Stationary (0) 0 500 190

10 20 500 180 left, 180 right

20 40 500 170 left, 170 right

40 80 500 150 left, 150 right

Stationary (0) 0 1000 190

10 10 1000 180 left, 180 right

20 20 1000 170 left, 170 right

40 40 1000 150 left, 150 right

Stationary (0) 0 2000 190

10 5 2000 180 left, 180 right

20 10 2000 170 left, 170 right

40 20 2000 150 left, 150 right
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for each participant. For Metric 2, similar models were con-

structed using the same predictors but the outcome variable

was the participant’s response when reporting the direction

of a moving sound correctly.

III. RESULTS

A. Discriminating between a stationary and moving
sound source

Figure 2 shows individual data (top panels) and group

means [6standard deviation (SD)] (bottom panels) for pro-

portions of trials identified as moving for each stimulus dura-

tion (500, 1000, and 2000 ms) and angular range condition

(stationary, 10�, 20�, and 40�). Visual inspection of the data

suggests that variability in performance seems much larger

for the BiCI group when compared to the NH group when

(1) the sound source was not moving and (2) in the farthest

moving angular range condition (40�). Both groups had large

variability in their responses in short moving angular range

conditions (10� and 20�). Because there are both floor and

ceiling effects the variability was not statistically analyzed.

On average, for the stationary sound source condition,

BiCI users reported a stationary sound source as moving

more often than the NH group (greater than 50% of trials for

BiCI vs less than 10% for NH). When considering the effect

of duration, results from the GLMM for the stationary condi-

tion revealed a significant effect of group at each duration

[500 ms: v2(1)¼ 19.53, p< 0.001; 1000 ms: v2(1)¼ 29.64,

p< 0.001; 2000 ms: v2(1)¼ 30.113, p< 0.001]. When con-

sidering the effect of angular range, on average, the BiCI

group appeared to have reported a larger amount of moving

responses than the NH group for the 10� angular range con-

dition (compare bottom panels for the 10� angular range con-

dition). Results from the GLMM for the 10� angular range

condition revealed a significant effect of group at a duration

of 1000 ms [v2(1)¼ 6.16, p¼ 0.01] and 2000 ms [v2(1)

¼ 7.15, p¼ 0.007], but not for 500 ms [v2(1)¼ 1.34,

p¼ 0.24]. For the 20� angular range condition, on average,

both groups of listeners performed similarly when reporting

the sound source as moving (compare bottom panels for the

20� angular range condition). Results from the GLMM for

the 20� angular range condition revealed no significant effect

of group at each duration [500 ms: v2(1) ¼ 2.57, p¼ 0.10;

1000 ms: v2(1)¼ 0.01, p¼ 0.90; 2000 ms: v2(1)¼ 0.43,

p¼ 0.51]. For the 40� angular range condition, on average,

the BiCI group reported fewer sound sources as moving com-

pared to the NH group (compare bottom panels for the 40�

angular range condition). Results from the GLMM for the

40� angular range condition revealed a significant effect of

group at each duration [500 ms: v2(1)¼ 35.34, p< 0.001;

1000 ms: v2(1)¼ 20.08, p< 0.001; 2000 ms: v2(1)¼ 12.58,

p< 0.001]. These results indicate that BiCI users were more

likely to report a sound source as moving at a short angular

range (10�) for stimulus durations of 1000 and 2000 ms than

NH listeners (67% of trials for BiCI vs 30% for NH listen-

ers), but were poorer than the NH group when the angular

range was 40� (79% of trials for BiCI vs 98% for NH listen-

ers) and in the stationary condition (35% of trials for BiCI vs

92% for NH listeners).

An important trend that was seen across the BiCI

group was the general tendency to report the sound source as

moving in the stationary condition, regardless of stimulus

duration. This suggests a general inability to discriminate

between whether the sound was stationary or moving. To

quantitatively analyze this trend, sensitivity (d0) was

FIG. 2. Each subplot is shown in a similar manner (left panels ¼ NH; right

panels ¼ BiCI) for the proportion of sound sources reported as moving, for

each stimulus duration (500, 1000, and 2000 ms) and angular range condi-

tion (stationary, 10�, 20�, and 40�). The top panels show individual data

from each group. Each individual subject is represented by their own

emblem as seen in the legend to the right of the plots. The bottom panels

show the group means. Each individual symbol represents each stimulus

duration as seen in the legend at the bottom right of the figure. All error bars

show standard deviation.

FIG. 3. Each subplot is shown in a similar manner (left panels ¼ NH; right

panels ¼ BiCI) for each stimulus duration tested (500, 1000, and 2000 ms).

(A) shows the group means for sensitivity when discriminating a moving

sound source from a stationary sound source. (B) shows the group means for

response bias of a moving sound source compared to a stationary sound

source. All error bars show SD.
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calculated to assess a listener’s ability to discriminate a

sound source as moving or stationary. Figure 3(A) shows the

mean (6SD) sensitivity (d0) measure of each group, in each

duration, for discriminating the motion of a sound source.

On average, NH adults had better sensitivity between dis-

criminating a sound source as stationary vs moving com-

pared to BiCI users. Kruskal–Wallis tests for all possible

comparisons, when duration was held constant, revealed the

BiCI group was significantly poorer than the NH group (all

p-values< 0.001). In addition, Fig. 3(B) shows the mean (6

SD) for bias criterion (c), which was calculated to assess if a

listener was biased toward identifying a sound source as sta-

tionary or moving. Kruskal–Wallis tests for all possible com-

parisons, when duration was held constant, revealed the

BiCI group was significantly poorer than the NH group (all

p-values< 0.005). These data suggest that the BiCI group

was poorer at discriminating the motion of a sound source

and more biased toward stating that a sound was moving (vs

stationary) compared to the NH group.

B. Discriminating the direction of a moving sound
source

Figure 4 shows a listener’s ability to correctly report the

direction of a moving sound source. While it should be noted

that the number of trials for each individual listener varies

due to performance differences, on average the total number

of trials identified as moving by the two groups of listeners

were similar when pooled across all conditions (21 430 in

BiCI vs 20 971 in NH listeners). For BiCI users, variability

appears to be larger compared to the NH adults in all stimu-

lus conditions (compare top panels). Because there are both

floor and ceiling effects the variability was not statistically

analyzed. When comparing group means within each dura-

tion for each moving angular range condition, the BiCI

group had fewer correct responses compared to the NH

group (compare bottom panels). Results from the GLMM

revealed a significant effect of group at each duration for 10�

[500 ms: v2(1)¼ 66.11, p< 0.001; 1000 ms: v2(1)¼ 83.83,

p< 0.001; 2000 ms: v2(1)¼ 58.75, p< 0.001], 20� [500 ms:

v2(1) ¼ 108.23, p< 0.001; 1000 ms: v2(1)¼ 101.3,

p< 0.001; 2000 ms: v2(1)¼ 135.95, p< 0.001], and 40� [500

ms: v2(1)¼ 70.89, p< 0.001; 1000 ms: v2(1)¼ 119.81,

p< 0.001; 2000 ms: v2(1)¼ 124.6, p< 0.001]. These results

indicate that the BiCI group was significantly poorer at cor-

rectly reporting the direction of a moving sound source than

the NH group. Furthermore, to assess a listener’s discrimina-

tion ability, sensitivity (d0) and bias criterion (c) was calcu-

lated for discrimination ability of the direction of a moving

sound source.

Figure 5(A) shows the mean (6 SD) sensitivity (d0)
measure of each group when discriminating the direction

of a sound source. On average, NH adults had better sensi-

tivity when discriminating the direction of a moving sound

source compared to the BiCI users. Kruskal–Wallis tests

for all possible comparisons, when duration was held con-

stant, revealed the BiCI group was significantly poorer

than the NH group (all p-values< 0.001; Bonferroni-

corrected a¼ 0.016). In addition, Fig. 5(B) shows the

mean (6 SD) for bias criterion (c), which was calculated

to assess if a listener was biased toward left- or right-

moving responses. On average, BiCI users appeared to be

less biased toward left-moving responses than NH adults

in the 10� angular range condition, but biases were compa-

rable across the longer angular range conditions (20� and

40�). Kruskal–Wallis tests for all possible comparisons,

when duration was held constant, revealed the BiCI group

was not significantly different than the NH group (all p-

values> 0.019; Bonferroni-corrected a¼ 0.016). These

data suggest that the BiCI group had significantly poorer

sensitivity when discriminating the direction of a moving

sound source compared to NH adults, but that the BiCI

FIG. 4. Each subplot is shown in a similar manner (left panels ¼ NH; right

panels ¼ BiCI) for the proportion of moving sound sources reported moving

in the correct direction, for each stimulus duration (500, 1000, and 2000 ms)

and moving angular range condition (10�, 20�, and 40�). The top panels

show individual data from each group. Each individual subject is repre-

sented by their own emblem as seen in the legend to the right of the plots.

The bottom panels show the group means. Each individual symbol repre-

sents each stimulus duration as seen in the legend at the bottom right of the

figure. All error bars show SD.

FIG. 5. Each subplot is shown in a similar manner (left panels ¼ NH; right

panels ¼ BiCI) for each stimulus duration (500, 1000, and 2000 ms). Each

individual symbol represents each moving angular range condition (10�,
20�, and 40�) as seen in the legend at right of the figure. (A) shows the group

means for sensitivity when discriminating between a left-moving sound

source compared to a right-moving sound source. (B) shows the group

means for response bias toward a left-moving sound source compared to a

right-moving sound source. All error bars show SD.
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group was not more biased than the NH group toward a

specific directional response.

C. Sound localization

1. Stationary sound source localization

Figure 6(A) shows mean RMS errors (6SD) from the

angular range condition with sound sources that are station-

ary (compare within “stationary” subplot), for the BiCI and

NH groups. Individual RMS error data for BiCI and NH lis-

teners are included in Appendixes A (Table III) and B

(Table IV), respectively. For each duration, Kruskal–Wallis

tests were conducted to compare RMS errors between

groups, revealing significantly higher RMS errors in BiCI

users compared with NH adults for all comparisons (all p-

values< 0.001; Bonferroni-corrected a¼ 0.016). Friedman’s

test revealed that stimulus duration did not significantly

affect RMS errors within each group [BiCI: v2(2)¼ 2.4,

p¼ 0.3; NH: v2(2)¼ 1.4, p¼ 0.5].

2. Moving sound source start-point localization

Figure 6(B) shows average RMS errors for locating the

start-point of a moving sound. Between groups, start-point

RMS errors were higher in the BiCI group compared with

the NH group, as confirmed with Kruskal–Wallis tests for all

possible comparisons, when each duration was held constant

(all p-values< 0.001; Bonferroni-corrected a¼ 0.016).

For the BiCI group [compare within each BiCI subplot

in Fig. 5(B)], there was no significant difference in RMS

error across stimulus durations, as confirmed by Friedman’s

tests within each angular range [10�: v2(2)¼ 2.6, p¼ 0.27;

20�: v2(2)¼ 4.2, p¼ 0.12; 40�: v2(2)¼ 0.8, p¼ 0.67].

However, when comparing RMS errors for the different

angular ranges within each stimulus duration, Friedman’s

tests revealed significant effects for all three durations

[500 ms: v2(2)¼ 15.2, p< 0.001; 1000 ms: v2(2)¼ 13.4,

p< 0.001; 2000 ms: v2(2)¼ 11.44, p¼ 0.003]. Post hoc

analyses revealed that at all durations, RMS errors were sig-

nificantly higher at 40� compared to the two smaller moving

angular ranges (all p-values< 0.014; Bonferroni-corrected

a¼ 0.016), with no significant differences between 10� and

20�. Although the difference was only a few degrees, the sig-

nificant findings suggest that locating the start-point of a

moving sound source at the largest angular range (40�) may

have been more difficult, regardless of stimulus duration.

In the NH group, there was a decrease in start-point

RMS error with increasing duration, most noticeable for the

40� angular range. Friedman’s test revealed no significant

effect of stimulus duration for the 10� range [v2(2)¼ 3.8,

p¼ 0.15], but significant differences were found for the

larger angular ranges [20�: v2(2)¼ 7.4, p¼ 0.02); 40�:
v2(2)¼ 20, p< 0.001]. Post hoc analyses revealed that at the

20� angular range, RMS error at the 500 ms duration stimu-

lus was significantly higher compared with 1000 and

2000 ms (p¼ 0.01 and p¼ 0.006, respectively; Bonferroni-

corrected a¼ 0.016). At the 40� angular range, the RMS

error in the 2000 ms duration was significantly lower than

the other stimulus durations (p¼ 0.002 for all comparisons;

Bonferroni-corrected a¼ 0.016). Friedman’s Test on RMS

errors within each duration revealed a significant effect of

angular range at 500 ms [v2(2)¼ 14.6, p< 0.001], but no sig-

nificant effect at 1000 and 2000 ms [v2(2)¼ 5, p¼ 0.08;

v2(2)¼ 0.8, p¼ 0.67, respectively]. Post hoc analyses at the

500 ms stimulus duration revealed that the RMS error at the

40� angular range was significantly higher than that of 10�

and 20� (p¼ 0.002 and p¼ 0.006, respectively; Bonferroni-

corrected a¼ 0.016).

3. Moving sound source end-point localization

Figure 5(C) shows mean ( 6SD) RMS errors for locat-

ing the end-point of the trajectory. RMS errors were higher

in the BiCI group compared with the NH group, as con-

firmed by Kruskal–Wallis tests for all possible comparisons,

when duration was held constant (all p-values< 0.001;

Bonferroni-corrected a¼ 0.016).

In the BiCI group, within each angular range, RMS

errors increased with longer durations. Friedman’s test found

a significant effect at 20� [v2(2)¼ 7.4, p¼ 0.03], but not at

10� [v2(2)¼ 6.2, p¼ 0.05] or 40� [v2(2)¼ 1.4, p¼ 0.5]. Post
hoc analyses for the 20� angular range revealed that RMS

errors were significantly lower at 500 ms compared to 1000

and 2000 ms (p¼ 0.01 for both comparisons, Bonferroni-

corrected a¼ 0.016). Friedman’s test at each stimulus dura-

tion revealed a significant effect of angular range for 500 ms

[v2(2)¼ 7.4, p¼ 0.025], but no significant differences were

found at 1000 and 2000 ms [v2(2)¼ 5.6, p¼ 0.06; and

v2(2)¼ 0.2, p¼ 0.091, respectively]. Post hoc analyses for

500 ms revealed a higher RMS error at 40� than 10� and 20�

(p¼ 0.01 and p¼ 0.006, respectively; Bonferroni-corrected

a¼ 0.016). In summary, the BiCl data suggest that signifi-

cant effects were only found at a short stimulus duration

(500 ms), and localization ability of the end-point is poorest

at the largest angular range of 40� compared to the smaller

angular ranges of 10� and 20�.

FIG. 6. Each subplot is shown in a similar manner (left panels ¼ NH; right

panels ¼ BiCI) where a symbol represents each stimulus duration (500,

1000, and 2000 ms) as seen in the legend in the bottom left of the plot. In

(A), the mean RMS error of the stationary sound source condition is plotted.

In (B) and (C) the mean RMS errors of the start and end-points of each mov-

ing sound source condition (10�, 20�, and 40�) are shown, respectively. All

error bars show SD.
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In the NH group, Friedman’s test on the RMS errors at

each angular range found no effect of stimulus duration at 10�

[v2(2)¼ 0.2, p¼ 0.9] and 20� [v2(2)¼ 3.8, p¼ 0.14]. There

was a significant effect at 40� [v2(2)¼ 12.2, p¼ 0.002]; post
hoc analyses revealed a higher RMS error at 500 ms compared

to 1000 and 2000 ms (p¼ 0.002 and p¼ 0.003, respectively;

Bonferroni-corrected a¼ 0.016). Within each stimulus dura-

tion, RMS errors varied slightly with angular range.

Friedman’s test at each duration revealed a significant effect of

angular range at 500 ms [v2(2)¼ 13.4, p< 0.001] and 2000 ms

[v2(2)¼ 10.4, p¼ 0.006], but no significant difference was

found for 1000 ms [v2(2)¼ 6.2, p¼ 0.05]. Post hoc analyses

revealed that at the 500 and 2000 ms stimulus durations, the

RMS error at 10� was lower than that of 20� (p¼ 0.002;

Bonferroni-corrected a¼ 0.016). The data suggest that in

NH adults, lower end-point RMS errors were found for the

shortest angular range of 10� at stimulus durations of 500

and 2000 ms.

4. Comparing stationary and end-point localization

We considered the possibility that a moving sound may

improve the sound localization ability of subjects who are fitted

with BiCIs, if a moving sound provides multiple reference points

for accurately locating the end-point of the stimulus. RMS errors

were compared for stationary vs end-point stimuli in the condi-

tions with moving sources [compare Figs. 5(A) and 5(C)]. In the

BiCI group, RMS errors were lower in the stationary condition

compared to the end-point of a moving sound source, and this

was true for each of the angular range conditions tested.

Friedman’s test comparing RMS errors within each stimulus

duration revealed significant effects of angular range at 500 ms

[v2(3)¼ 10.2, p¼ 0.017] and 1000 ms [v2(3)¼ 11.16,

p¼ 0.011], but not for 2000 ms [v2(3)¼ 5.28, p¼ 0.15]. Post
hoc analyses revealed that at the 500 ms stimulus duration, the

RMS error was significantly lower in the stationary condition

compared to the end-point of a moving sound source at 40�

(p¼ 0.014; Bonferroni-corrected a¼ 0.016); at 1000 ms, the

RMS error was significantly lower in the stationary condition

compared to the end-point for moving sound sources of 20�

(p¼ 0.014; Bonferroni-corrected a¼ 0.016) and 40� (p¼ 0.004;

Bonferroni-corrected a¼ 0.016). The effects were not significant

for 10� vs stationary, regardless of stimulus duration. Overall,

the BiCI group did not improve in localization ability of the end-

point of a moving sound when compared to a stationary sound

source.

Within the NH group, Friedman’s test comparing RMS

errors within each stimulus duration revealed a significant

effect of angular range for all durations [500 ms: v2(3)

¼ 22.2, p< 0.001; 1000 ms: v2(3)¼ 16.68, p< 0.001;

2000 ms: v2(3)¼ 20.28, p< 0.001]. Post hoc analyses

revealed that for the 500 ms duration, the RMS error of the

stationary condition was significantly lower than all end-

point localization errors of moving sound source conditions

(all p-values¼ 0.14; Bonferroni-corrected a¼ 0.016). For

1000 and 2000 ms, the RMS error of the stationary sound

source condition was significantly lower than the end-point

RMS errors for moving sound sources of only 10� and 20�

(all p-values¼ 0.003; Bonferroni-corrected a¼ 0.016). This

suggests that a NH listener’s localization ability of a station-

ary sound source is generally better than that of the end-

point of a moving sound source with a short angular range.

5. Comparing stationary and start-point localization

Conversely, listeners reported their responses after lis-

tening to the target sound source and were able to perceive

the end-point as well as the start-point if the target sound

source was moving. To fully understand if localization

ability was different when a moving sound source was intro-

duced, we also compared the RMS errors between the start-

point of a moving sound with that of a stationary sound

[compare Figs. 5(A) and 5(B)]. In the BiCI group the RMS

error of the stationary condition appears to be slightly

lower than the RMS errors for the start-point of all moving

sound conditions. Friedman’s test comparing RMS errors

within each stimulus duration revealed a significant effect

of angular range for all durations [500 ms: v2(3)¼ 14.04,

p¼ 0.003]; 1000 ms: v2(3)¼ 10.44, p¼ 0.02; 2000 ms: v2(3)

¼ 9.06, p¼ 0.03]. Post hoc analyses revealed no significant

differences when comparing the RMS error of the stationary

condition with the start-point RMS error of a moving sound

for all durations. Overall, for the BiCI group, there was no

difference in their ability to localize the start-point of a mov-

ing sound when compared to a stationary sound source.

Within the NH group, Friedman’s test comparing RMS

errors within each stimulus duration revealed a significant effect

of angular range for all durations [500 ms: v2(3) ¼ 23.4,

p< 0.001; 1000 ms: v2(3)¼ 17.17, p< 0.001; 2000 ms:

v2(3)¼ 18.48, p< 0.001]. Post hoc analyses revealed that

within each duration, the RMS error of the stationary con-

dition was significantly lower than each start-point RMS

error of all moving sound source conditions (all p-val-

ues< 0.003; Bonferroni-corrected a¼ 0.016). This suggests

that a NH listener’s localization ability of a stationary sound

source is better than that of the start-point of a moving sound

source.

D. Extent of perceived motion

Figure 7 shows the ability of a listener to track how far a

moving sound source traversed the horizontal plane. A sub-

ject’s motion tracking response was accurate if they were

near the target angular range presented, shown as solid hori-

zontal lines in the top panels of Fig. 7. Between groups

(compare between each NH and BiCI bottom subplot), as the

sound source traversed a larger angular range, both groups

increased their performance but the NH group seemed to

have less variability compared to the BiCI group.

Kruskal–Wallis tests revealed no significant differences

between the BiCI and NH groups at a duration of 500 ms.

However, the BiCI group reported angular ranges that were

significantly higher than the NH group for a stimulus dura-

tion of 1000 ms at angular ranges of 10� [v2(1)¼ 7.0,

p¼ 0.008; Bonferroni-corrected a¼ 0.016] and 20�

[v2(1)¼ 6.61, p¼ 0.01; Bonferroni-corrected a¼ 0.016] and

at 2000 ms for all possible comparisons of each angular

range (all p-values< 0.001; Bonferroni-corrected a¼ 0.016).
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Within the BiCI group, when comparing the means for

each angular range (compare within each bottom BiCI subplot),

motion tracking responses increased as duration increased.

Friedman’s test found a significant effect of stimulus duration at

all angular ranges [10�: v2(2)¼ 16.2, p< 0.001; 20�:
v2(2)¼ 18.2, p< 0.001, and 40�: v2(2)¼ 15.2, p< 0.001]. Post
hoc analyses revealed that all combinations of comparisons

for each stimulus duration were significant (all p-val-

ues< 0.001; Bonferroni-corrected a¼ 0.016). These data

suggest that BiCI users increased their range of perceived

motion responses as the duration increased. Furthermore,

Friedman’s test found a significant effect of angular range

at all stimulus durations [500 ms: v2(2)¼ 16.8 p< 0.001;

1000 ms: v2(2)¼ 12.8, p¼ 0.002; and 2000 ms: v2(2)

¼ 16.8, p< 0.001]. Post hoc analyses for 500 and 1000 ms

showed the 40� angular range was larger than 10� or 20�

(all p-values¼ 0.002; Bonferroni-corrected a¼ 0.016). At

2000 ms, all combinations of comparisons for 10�, 20�, and

40� were significant (all p-values< 0.01; Bonferroni-

corrected a¼ 0.016). These data suggest that BiCI users

were able to distinguish between tracking sound sources

that traversed different angular ranges movement, specifi-

cally at the longest duration of 2000 ms.

Within the NH group, when comparing the effect of

stimulus duration within each angular range (compare within

each NH bottom subplot), motion tracking responses were

similar for angular ranges of 10� and 20� across all dura-

tions, but a slight increase occurred when the sound source

was moving at 40�. Friedman’s test found a significant effect

of duration at 40� [v2(2)¼ 8.6, p¼ 0.014], but not for 10�

[v2(2)¼ 4.2, p¼ 0.13] or 20� [v2(2)¼ 2.6, p¼ 0.27]. Post
hoc analyses at the 40� angular range condition revealed the

stimulus duration of 500 ms was significantly lower than 1000

and 2000 ms (all p-values¼ 0.01; Bonferroni-corrected

a¼ 0.016). When comparing within each stimulus duration,

the motion tracking response of the NH group increased as the

angular range increased. Friedman’s test found a significant

effect of angular range at all stimulus durations [500 ms:

v2(2)¼ 20, p< 0.001; 1000 ms: v2(2)¼ 182, p< 0.001;

2000 ms: v2(2)¼ 18.2, p< 0.001]. Post hoc analyses revealed

all combinations of comparisons of each angular range, for

each duration, were significant (all p-values¼ 0.014;

Bonferroni-corrected a¼ 0.016). These analyses suggest that

NH adults were able to distinguish between tracking a short

moving sound source (10�) and longer moving sound sources

(20� and 40�), regardless of stimulus duration.

IV. DISCUSSION

The ability to perceive and track a moving sound is

important for functioning in everyday listening situations,

for example, tracking a moving vehicle to avoid danger, or

tracking changes in the location of important sound sources

in educational settings and in social situations. The current

study assessed the ability of adults to perform on three

aspects of sound motion tracking on the horizontal plane: (1)

discriminating whether sounds are moving or stationary; (2)

if perceived as moving, then discriminating the direction of

movement; and (3) finally, tracking the range of sound

movement. Performance was compared between stationary

and dynamic conditions, for listeners with BiCIs and NH.

Results from this study suggest three main novel find-

ings. First, within the BiCI group, the ability to report

whether a sound source is moving vs stationary was highly

variable. In addition, performance was best for the majority

of participants in the conditions with the greatest movement.

NH listeners were excellent at knowing when sounds are

stationary; for moving sounds, they were near perfect at all

durations if the movement is as large as 40�, and within

group there was more variability for smaller angular move-

ments. Second, if they correctly reported sounds as moving,

NH listeners could then report the correct direction of move-

ment with near perfect accuracy, being slightly worse at 10�

than larger angles, with no effect of stimulus duration. BiCI

users performed worse on the same conditions compared

with NH listeners, and performance had more inter-subject

variability, even at large angular ranges and longer stimulus

durations. The third novel finding involves the measure of

tracking auditory motion. Our data showed that BiCI users

had significantly larger response trajectories compared to

NH adults, generally overshooting the actual range of sound

movement, especially for longer stimulus durations of 1000

and 2000 ms. Overall, as has been previously shown, BiCI

users were worse than NH adults at localizing a stationary

sound source (e.g., Grantham et al., 2007; Litovsky et al.,
2009). Finally, all of the measures generally show that BiCI

users have greater variability across subjects than NH listen-

ers. However, because there are both floor and ceiling effects

the variability was not statistically analyzed.

A. Auditory motion tracking abilities

NH listeners were able to discriminate between sound

sources that were either stationary or moving; however, BiCI

FIG. 7. Each subplot is shown in a similar manner (left panels ¼ NH; right pan-

els ¼ BiCI) where a symbol represents each stimulus duration (500, 1000, and

2000 ms) as seen in the legend in the bottom left of the plot. In (A), the mean

RMS error of the stationary sound source condition is plotted. In (B) and (C) the

mean RMS errors of the start and end-points of each moving sound source condi-

tion (10�, 20�, and 40�) are shown, respectively. All error bars show SD.
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users performed significantly worse compared with NH listen-

ers. As concluded by Perrott and Marlborough (1989), the

continuity of a moving sound source is an important auditory

motion cue. NH adults were likely able to take advantage of

this cue, aiding in their performance to discriminate the move-

ment of a sound source as well as the direction of movement.

On the contrary, BiCI users were more biased toward report-

ing a sound source as moving compared to NH adults. This

may be due to the fact that, even when sound sources are sta-

tionary, the processing by bilateral devices does not provide

listeners with a perception of consistent stationary sources.

Our subjects with BiCIs were fitted with a clinical sound

processing strategy that uses a frame-wise, peak-picking

approach to encode the acoustic signal into electrical stimula-

tion. It is likely that even if the motion of a sound source was

identified correctly as moving by a BiCI user, the direction of

the movement could be difficult to discern. In particular,

because the sound encoding is done independently by each

processor, the peaks picked on each CI may not necessarily

be the same (Kan et al., 2018) which will likely lead to a dis-

continuous representation of the sound trajectory.

Additionally, the ability to integrate discrete locations of a

moving sound source can be affected by the velocity of move-

ment. Here, we considered the possibility that velocity of a mov-

ing sound source could affect motion tracking, which was

measured in BiCI users under conditions that would be most

optimal for NH adults. As has previously been reported (Perrott

and Musicant, 1977), MAMAs in NH adults have been mea-

sured using a loudspeaker attached to a moving arm. The

MAMA for velocities of 90�/s, 180�/s, and 360�/s were found to

be significantly larger with increasing velocity, reaching a

threshold of 25� for 360�/s. Here, conditions were selected that

were known to produce good performance in NH adults, but

these conditions were clearly challenging for BiCI users, as

shown by the high errors between groups. Further, within each

group, performance was on average similar regardless of the

stimulus durations tested, i.e., for the same angle a longer dura-

tion would produce a slower velocity (see Table II), but slower

velocities did not improve localization accuracy, or auditory

motion tracking. In this study, testing conditions selected were

limited due to the physical number of loudspeakers the testing

apparatus could employ (�90� to þ90�, 5� interval), therefore

our testing conditions were not comparable to a range that a

loudspeaker attached to a moving arm would produce. The

velocities and angular ranges employed in this study were most

optimal for NH adults but implementing a testing apparatus with

less physical constraints may be needed to better assess the audi-

tory motion perception abilities of BiCI users. Future studies

assessing auditory motion abilities of BiCI users should consider

employing conditions with larger trajectories to possibly aid in

their ability to track the angular range of motion.

In the present study we measured, for the first time, the

ability of listeners with BiCIs to track the angular range of a

moving sound source. We found that, compared to NH

adults, BiCI users tended to overestimate how far a moving

sound source traversed across azimuth, specifically at longer

stimulus durations. One explanation for this finding is that the

auditory image may not be perceived as a punctate image, but

rather might be “smeared” in space due to factors such as

across-ear electrode insertion depth differences leading to poor

auditory object formation (Kan et al., 2013; Fitzgerald et al.,
2015) and asymmetric loudness growth (Goupell et al., 2013).

The smearing or expanded auditory image could lead a subject

to report the edge of the expanded percept rather than the center.

However, we did not measure auditory fusion or the expansive-

ness of the auditory percept. Even when a sound source is sta-

tionary, BiCI users may perceive stimuli that are not fully fused,

which can affect the ability to correctly perceive the location of

a sound source. For example, Fitzgerald et al. (2015) assessed if

loudness balancing would benefit a BiCI user’s ability to report

a fused auditory image in a binaural fusion task. Subjects

reported whether they heard one, two, or three sound sources

and to indicate the intracranial image they perceived. The results

from this study indicated that the BiCI users perceived the stim-

uli to be un-fused even after loudness balancing has occurred.

These findings have implications for the ability to track a mov-

ing sound source, and future studies might address the relation-

ship between fusion and auditory motion.

B. Sound localization in the context of stationary or
moving sound conditions

Sound localization was measured in a context of mixed

stimulus conditions, where sources were either moving or sta-

tionary, and subjects were unaware of the condition. RMS errors

in a contextually more complex scenario are nonetheless consis-

tent with previously reported sound localization measures that

utilized short stimulus duration (500 ms) and tested only with

stationary sound sources. Here, mean RMS error (6SD) of BiCI

users was 27.97� (67.77�), which is comparable with 29.1�

(612.7�) in Grantham et al. (2007), 28.23� (612.42�) in

Litovsky et al. (2009), and 27.9� (612.3�) in Jones et al. (2014).

Similarly, NH adults had mean RMS errors of 9.5� (62.12�),
which is comparable to previous reports of 6.7� (6 1.1�) in

Grantham et al. (2007), and 8.2� (61.9�) in Jones et al. (2014).

The finding that NH adults are better than BiCI users at localiz-

ing stationary sound sources has been discussed at length else-

where (Nopp et al., 2004; Litovsky et al., 2009; Kerber and

Seeber, 2012; Dorman et al., 2014).

The difference in performance between adults with NH and

with BiCIs on stationary localization tasks has been attributed to

two main factors. The first is a limitation in engineering. BiCI

users do not receive binaural cues with fidelity because the two

processors encode the acoustic signal independently; hence,

there is no assurance that binaural cues are presented to the lis-

tener with precision (van Hoesel, 2004; Litovsky et al., 2012;

Kan and Litovsky, 2015). Results from Laback et al. (2004) con-

cluded that both BiCI adult subjects in the study were sensitive

to ILDs in the broadband stimuli used and had ILD just notice-

able differences (JNDs) similar to the NH subjects. In contrast,

BiCI subjects in this study had poorer ITD-JNDs compared to

the NH subjects.

The second factor is biological in nature. BiCI users have

typically undergone auditory deprivation during the time that

they experienced hearing loss. Evidence from human temporal

bone studies suggests that spiral ganglion cell counts are lower

in patients who lost their hearing early in life, who had longer

durations of hearing loss, and who had longer periods of total
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deafness (Otte et al., 1978; Nadol et al., 1989). In addition, stud-

ies in non-human mammals have shown that response properties

of auditory neurons at all levels of the auditory pathway result in

deafness-induced plasticity (for review, see Shepherd and

Hardie, 2001; Butler and Lomber, 2013). The impact of biologi-

cal factors on spatial hearing abilities could be profound. There

are changes that are highly likely to induce degraded processing

of spatial cues. In the periphery, neurons in the eighth nerve

demonstrated diminished myelin sheath and reduced dendritic

connections, as well as fewer synaptic vesicles (Ryugo et al.,
1998). Further, in the brainstem, at the level of the cochlear

nucleus the number and size of neurons declines after deafness,

and neuronal activity is reduced. Together these changes are

likely to compromise temporal processing (Zhou et al., 1995;

Wang and Manis, 2006), thereby leading to degraded sensitivity

to timing of information needed to process spatial cues.

As stated above, the extent to which ITD cues are available

to BiCI users is not known, but even if some ITDs were avail-

able, there is a high likelihood of ITD sensitivity being degraded

in BiCI users following deprivation, if the strength of synaptic

connectivity and fast membrane responses at the level of the

brainstem are compromised (Chung et al., 2015). In addition, if

the medial superior olive (MSO), where ITD processing occurs

for low-frequency information, undergoes atrophy of dendrites,

causing a disturbance in the cellular properties that provides the

inhibitory input and helps to shape gradients of ITD sensitive

neurons along the MSO (Tirko and Ryugo, 2012). Finally, with

regard to the lateral superior olive, which is known for process-

ing high-frequency ILD information, and ITD information in the

envelopes of high-frequency sounds, there appears to be some

decrease in cell size following deafness (e.g., Moore, 1992).

In summary, sound localization for stationary sounds, when

interleaved between presentation of moving sounds, was similar

to that obtained in prior stationary-only conditions. In addition,

the ability of BiCI users to localize stationary sounds was found

to be poorer than NH adults, which is consistent with prior inves-

tigations using similar approaches. It remains clear that spatial

hearing abilities in adults who use BiCIs have not approached

the level of performance seen in NH adults. Regarding percep-

tion of auditory motion, we had considered the idea that perhaps

sound localization ability of the end-point of a moving sound

source could improve compared to a stationary sound. Perhaps

the continuity of a moving sound would lead to improved sound

localization by providing multiple reference points for anchoring

and laying the path that would lead to the end-point of the mov-

ing sound. However, results showed that neither group had better

end-point localization compared with stationary sound localiza-

tion. For NH adults, performance may have been closer to ceil-

ing performance, leaving little room for improvement. On the

other hand, BiCI users had room for improvement, but the sound

coding strategy they used may not have been one in which mul-

tiple reference points are used to lay the perceptual foundation

for ultimate localization of the end-point of a moving sound.

The limitations discussed above that are known to exist for local-

izing stationary sounds in BiCI users are likely to affect localiza-

tion ability of a moving sound source as well. The data provided

here continue to demonstrate that conventional sound processors

are not able to fully provide the benefits of binaural hearing. To

overcome these deficits in auditory motion tracking, CI sound

processors must be able to encode all the necessary cues needed

to convey the changing spatial locations of a moving sound

source.

Some interesting caveats arise regarding the approach

used here. For example, it has been found that self-motion

can improve the minimum angle of a moving sound that can

be discriminated in both NH listeners and in listeners with

hearing impairment (Brimijoin and Akeroyd, 2014). While

the head was not actively restrained in this experiment, head

movement was discouraged during the presentation of the

sound. It was important to reduce head movement in our

experiment because our response method maps the listeners’

responses to a physical location in the sound booth. If there

were head movements during the presentation of the stimu-

lus, the virtual sound may not be mapped correctly to the

physical location. However, the restraint of head movement

lacks an aspect of real-world listening whereby people are

generally moving their head and/or body relative to sound

sources. This issue will certainly need to be explored in

future studies on this topic with the BiCI population.

Finally, the NH group tested here were all young adults.

Age-related declines in auditory perceptual measures have been

well documented. The literature on sound localization and audi-

tory motion is somewhat sparse on the topic of aging, although

findings have suggested that sound localization for stationary

sounds decreases with age starting with the third decade of life

(Abel et al., 2000). One of the most commonly cited is the

decline in temporal processing measured with gap detection

thresholds (Humes et al., 2012; Ozmeral et al., 2016). Aging

effects have also been reported for binaural sensitivity measures,

but more so for sensitivity to ITD than to ILD (e.g., Babkoff

et al., 2002), thus, to the extent that listeners relied on ILDs to

solve the task, older listeners may have had a disadvantage com-

pared with younger listeners. Some insight can also be gleaned

from studies showing aging effects on electrophysiological mea-

sures related to processing of spatial cues (Briley and

Summerfield, 2014; Ozmeral et al., 2016; for a comprehensive

review, see Eddins et al., 2018). On a more global functional

scale, aging has been associated with a decline in a number of

factors that might have contributed to the tasks in the present

study. These include cognitive decline, reduced self-motion per-

ception, compromised vestibular ability, and reduced ability to

function in a “cocktail party” environment where multiple sound

sources are processed and segregated (Gallun et al., 2014; for

recent reviews see Campos et al., 2018; Pichora-Fuller et al.,
2017). To the extent that the measures used here require cogni-

tive and/or perceptual abilities that are compromised with age

would imply that older adults who are age-matched to the BiCI

group would have shown a worse performance than the young

NH adults. These issues are important and complex, and would

thus be excellent topics for future studies in this area.

V. CONCLUSIONS

(1) Observed variability and overall RMS errors when mea-

suring stationary sound localization ability of BiCI users

and NH adults were comparable with previous studies.
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(2) BiCI users and NH adults did not improve in their sound

localization ability of the start- or end-points of a mov-

ing sound compared to a stationary sound.

(3) BiCI users had poorer sensitivity when discriminating

the movement of a sound source as well as the direction

of a moving sound source, compared to NH adults.

(4) BiCI users had significantly further motion tracking

responses when compared to NH adults, specifically at

longer stimulus durations (1000 and 2000 ms).

(5) As sound processing strategies advance in CIs, enhanc-

ing the capability to encode dynamic cues with high res-

olution may lead to improved auditory motion tracking

abilities for BiCI users.
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APPENDIX A

Individual RMS errors for locating stationary sound

sources, and the start and end points of moving sound sour-

ces are shown for each BiCI user (Table III). The means,

SDs, and medians were calculated for each stimulus duration

(500, 1000, and 2000 ms) and angular range condition (sta-

tionary, 10�, 20�, 40�).

APPENDIX B

Individual RMS errors for locating stationary sound sour-

ces, and the start and end points of moving sound sources are

shown for each NH adult (Table IV). The means, SDs, and

TABLE III. Individual RMS errors for locating stationary sounds, and mov-

ing sounds (start and end points) for BiCI listeners.

Start-point End-point

Subj. ID Stationary 10� 20� 40� 10� 20� 40�

RMS errors (�) for the 500 ms stimulus duration

B1 22.41 22.86 21.57 23.38 23.41 23.53 22.67

B2 25.31 18.84 20.72 23.7 23.55 23.57 26.33

B3 28.29 37.16 36.94 39.06 32.9 32.72 39.82

B4 22.68 26.43 29.41 37.71 25.47 27.60 31.00

B5 29.43 28.44 31.01 31.89 29.22 31.24 32.2

B6 32.62 32.27 34.58 40.56 28.53 31.93 36.44

B7 47.92 56.46 56.52 57.98 49.45 47.76 54.18

B8 22.94 21.26 19.27 21.56 20.37 19.89 20.08

B9 23.76 24.31 24.99 34.18 24.18 24.19 28.36

B10 24.4 26.05 25.34 29.72 28.4 28.11 31.69

Mean 27.97 29.40 30.03 33.97 28.54 29.05 32.27

SD 7.77 10.89 11.01 10.82 8.18 7.80 9.70

Median 24.85 26.24 27.37 33.03 26.93 27.85 31.34

RMS errors (�) for the 1000 ms stimulus duration

B1 21.94 22.42 20.72 21.81 22.65 22.14 22.53

B2 29.35 18.44 20.29 24.32 29.58 29.18 29.15

B3 30.81 40.24 40.44 43.61 31.12 34.24 38.08

TABLE III. (Continued)

Start-point End-point

Subj. ID Stationary 10� 20� 40� 10� 20� 40�

B4 26.61 28.16 29.59 34.23 26.34 28.45 29.16

B5 37.75 29.98 30.29 32.32 37.54 39.39 39.77

B6 31.34 36.74 35.32 37.36 35.47 34.03 40.55

B7 51.13 54.72 57.99 59.13 53.13 51.59 53.25

B8 20.6 20.5 21.09 21.29 20.65 22.75 22.16

B9 25.92 26.33 27.81 33.63 24.67 25.67 26.62

B10 26.87 25.59 26.64 29.77 27.49 28.62 32

Mean 30.23 30.01 31.01 33.74 30.86 31.60 33.32

SD 8.82 11.48 11.48 11.48 9.45 8.82 9.63

Median 28.11 27.24 28.70 28.7 28.53 28.9 30.58

RMS errors (�) for the 2000 ms stimulus duration

B1 20.45 22.35 22.32 22.35 22.69 22.8 21.8

B2 29.05 19.84 20.38 26.89 31.93 29.4 34.84

B3 52.76 42.63 40.72 46.42 55.24 50.49 50

B4 25.1 27.14 29.47 35.01 26.28 27.47 27.41

B5 34.12 32.82 32.77 33.67 40.5 39.13 44.89

B6 31.52 33.1 35.15 35.93 36.28 35.97 42.06

B7 59.55 50.05 55.91 55 67.17 66.35 63.38

B8 19.79 22.08 20.74 22.67 20.77 22.68 23.21

B9 30.73 28.29 28.94 31.28 28.17 29.49 27.05

B10 29.37 26.63 28.01 30.74 25.5 28.37 30.82

Mean 33.24 30.49 31.44 33.99 35.45 35.21 36.54

SD 13.02 9.56 10.76 10.18 15.09 13.75 13.35

Median 30.05 27.71 29.20 32.47 30.05 29.44 32.83

TABLE IV. Individual RMS errors for locating stationary sounds, and mov-

ing sounds (start and end points) for NH listeners.

Start-point End-point

Subj. ID Stationary 10� 20� 40� 10� 20� 40�

RMS errors (�) for the 500 ms stimulus duration

N1 7.98 12.46 13.14 17.83 10.06 11.42 10.93

N2 12.33 11.08 11.92 16.73 13.81 13.88 11.75

N3 10.94 13.85 13.7 17.09 12.69 13.66 13.3

N4 11.24 13.84 15.66 15.86 12.52 14.86 13.97

N5 9.2 13.09 15.69 20.39 12.4 13.49 13.44

N6 7.03 9.69 10.13 10.69 9.09 11.35 9.54

N7 11.32 12.95 13.22 15.32 12.76 13.78 11.25

N8 6.71 9.31 8.82 13.07 11.14 12.61 9.63

N9 11.13 13.78 18.35 19.78 11.95 18.74 23.31

N10 7.2 10.99 11.94 11.65 9.22 11.66 9.63

Mean 9.50 12.10 13.25 15.84 11.56 13.54 12.67

SD 2.12 1.71 2.80 3.24 1.61 2.17 4.09

Median 10.07 12.7 13.18 16.29 12.17 13.57 11.5

RMS errors (�) for the 1000 ms stimulus duration

N1 8.17 9.84 12.18 14.24 9.54 13.58 10.49

N2 10.42 8.79 10.13 11.67 10.24 11.81 9.46

N3 9.46 12.32 11.53 14.65 11.43 10.03 10.81
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